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The funded project entailed a study of the impact of euro-crisis law (by which we mean the legal instruments adopted at European or international level in reaction to the Eurozone crisis) on the national legal and constitutional structures of the 28 Member States of the European Union. Scholarly debate on euro-crisis law has mainly focused on the European legal dimension, and on normative issues of democratic legitimacy, legality and the balance between austerity and growth policies. Contributions also exist on the impact of euro-crisis law on specific national constitutional orders, but a comprehensive study is so far lacking. The project set out to fill this gap. Its goal was to provide an open-access research tool, based on a set of reports for each Member State that would constitute an excellent basis for further, especially comparative, studies of the legal status and implementation of euro-crisis law at the national level, the interactions between national legal systems and euro-crisis law and the constitutional challenges that have been faced. That open-access tool is available at http://eurocrisislaw.eui.eu/. This edited volume draws on the project’s findings to develop further, especially comparative studies, of euro-crisis law.
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The website design involved displaying a map of Europe in which each report was coded according to a traffic light system so that users could search by country which euro-crisis instruments had been controversial. We wish to thank Lorenzo Giuntini for his help with website design and maintenance. Project dissemination and updates via newsletters and the news section of the project’s website were in the capable and proactive hands of Viorica Viţă and Thomas Beukers.

Cristina Fasone helped Marise Cremona and Claire Kilpatrick to organize a conference at the EUI in October 2014 out of which many of the contributions to this volume developed. Nick Lee played an invaluable role in meticulous editing of both the language and the substance of submitted chapters. His comments and suggestions significantly improved the quality of the volume.
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